In this note we announce results on extending holomorphic maps into compact complex manifolds that satisfy certain curvature conditions. These results are analogous to theorems on extending holomorphic maps into manifolds with holomorphic sectional curvatures < 0 obtained by the author [5] and independently by Griffiths [3]. A similar type of result on meromorphic extension of equidimensional maps has been given by Griffiths [2, Theorem D].
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Let E be a hermitian holomorphic vector bundle on a complex manifold M. Let R(v, w, s, t ) denote the curvature tensor for the hermitian connection on E, where v, w G E, s, t G T = holomorphic tangent bundle of M. (Our sign convention is chosen so that if E = T, then R(s, Y, s, s~) is the usual holomorphic sectional curvature of a unit tangent vector s.) Let f\ k T denote the bundle of holomorphic /^-vectors on M (A X T = T) and suppose A k T is given a hermitian metric. For a simple vector v G A k T x (x G M), we let 1> V denote the A:-dimensional subspace of T x associated with v, and we consider the hermitian form R v on X v given by
We say that a complex manifold M has property H k if A k T carries a hermitian metric such that for all simple ^-vectors v, R v has at least one nonpositive eigenvalue. Note that M has property H x if and only if Af has a hermitian metric with holomorphic sectional curvatures <0. 
., ifD = {u<0}, then the Levi form of u restricted to the "holomorphic" tangent space of dD at p has at least k negative eigenvalues). Then every holomorphic map f:D -> M extends holomorphically to a neighborhood of p.
The analogous result for k -1 is given in [5, Lemma 3] where M is allowed to be complete instead of compact (see also [3] ).
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COROLLARY 1. Let M be as in Theorem 1, and let K be a compact subset of a domain D in C n where n> k. Then every holomorphic map f:D-K -• M has a holomorphic extension to D.
We let A m denote the unit polydisk in C m . We consider the Hartogs domain H k consisting of all points z = (z 1 ,...,z n )GA" such that maxOzjl, . . . , \z k \)> 1 -e or max(lz fc+1 l, . . . , lzj)<e (where 0 < e < 1). COROLLARY To prove Theorem 1, we consider a sequence of fc-disks in D converging to a fc-disk A in D U {p} with center at p. Lemma 1 tells us that ƒ1 A is meromorphic at p. Let A' be a (/ "f l)-disk in A with center at p. The conclusion of the theorem then follows from the result below, which shows that ƒ I A' is holomorphic at p. THEOREM 
Every holomorphic map f:H£-+M, where M is as in
Let f be a meromorphic map from A k into a complex manifold M that satisfies H k _ v If f is holomorphic on
The method of proof of Theorem 2 is as follows: Let h be the metric on /\k-iT that satisfies H k^x . Suppose ƒ is not holomorphic at 0. Let G denote the normalization of the graph of/, let n: G -• A k be the natural projection, and let S = TT (0). Then S has pure dimension k -1, by a result of Grauert and Remmert. We construct a nontrivial section $ G T(S 0 , 0(£/\ k -iT s f)) 9 where S 0 is a smooth, affine algebraic, Zariski-open subset of S, and q is a positive integer. Let u = <(T*/I)«, 3><8> $> G C°°(5 0 ), where r: S 0 -• M is the natural projection. The section $ is constructed so that w vanishes at infinity. The curvative condition implies that the Levi form of u has at least one nonnegative eigenvalue at each point of S 0 , contradicting the fact that u attains its maximum on S 0 . Combining Corollary 3 with a result of Siu [7] on extending meromorphic maps, one has the following result. It is well known that any meromorphic map from a domain D into a projective algebraic manifold extends meromorphically to the envelope of holomorphy of Z>. This fact together with Corollary 3 yields the following result. 
